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Abstract. Involving end-users in the development of a product before
it is deployed has great potential to increase the fit between a product
and individual users’ needs. While end-users can be directly involved
in modifying low-fidelity prototypes, they are left out when it comes
to high-fidelity interactive prototypes — in part because these cannot
be modified directly or require time-consuming edit-compile-run cycles.
High-fidelity prototypes, however, are more engaging for users. We created
a reprogrammable high-fidelity prototype and explored its use in shortterm prototyping workshops with end-user developers, i.e. end-users with
programming experience, in the domain of collaborative writing. We report
observations and pitfalls, and distill four lessons learned into guidelines
on how to use reprogrammable high-fidelity prototypes with end-users
in contexts with limited resources. Our experiences demonstrate, among
other things, that reprogrammable high-fidelity prototypes are difficult
to work with — even for experienced programmers — and emphasize the
need for careful attention to guiding participants, time for familiarization,
and catering to multiple levels of programming experience.
Keywords: Malleable software · Reprogrammable software · Tailoring ·
Prototyping · Co-design · End-user development
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Introduction

Prototyping plays an essential part in the design and development of software.
Approaches like, for instance, co-design and participatory design recommend
involving users as experts of their own experience [3,23]. Prototypes can be either
low-fidelity (e.g., mock-ups or storyboards) or high-fidelity (e.g., interactive
applications). Colombo and Landoni’s study [8] on co-designing with children
found that high-fidelity prototypes are more engaging and allow immediate
feedback on and evaluation of designs. This immediacy is important as it allows
end-users to reflect on the interactive design and provide valuable input while it
is still possible to make changes [4]. In contrast to highly flexible paper mock-ups
that can be quickly manipulated but only offer limited engagement with the
details of interactive behavior, high-fidelity prototypes are resource-intensive and
usually need to be prepared by the researchers or designers in-between sessions
?
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with users [4,5], or require edit-compile-run cycles that result in waiting time
and can cause participants to become disengaged [4]. This can be especially
challenging in explorative research, where resources for implementing prototypes
are limited and where there are often harsh constraints on how much time
volunteer participants have for co-design and evaluation.
Making software more malleable, i.e. enabling users to modify and reprogram
it at run-time, is one step towards mitigating this and allows for prototypes that
are simultaneously high-fidelity and highly flexible. While approaches have been
taken, in which reprogrammable prototypes are utilized in the design process
(e.g., [2,16,24]), guidelines on what to consider when using reprogrammable
prototypes, in particular in situations with limited resources, are lacking.
As part of a longer project on co-designing for collaborative academic writing [15], we created a prototype that was extensible and reprogrammable at
run-time and deployed it in two short-term prototyping workshops. A total
of 13 participants worked on collaboratively tailoring and reprogramming the
functionality of their prototypes as end-user developers [10] — end-users with
some level of technical and/or programming knowledge.
This paper documents successes and breakdowns in our use of reprogrammable
prototypes in short-term prototyping workshops in experimental research design
processes. We report observations of participants’ work with the prototype during the workshops and provide an overview of breakdowns and lessons learned
divided into four themes. By collecting and framing our insights as lessons, we
aim to help others get off to a good start when conducting prototyping workshops
involving reprogrammable prototypes. Each theme presents recommendations
and suggestions for conducting similar prototyping workshops: (1) Ensuring participants’ familiarization with the prototype, (2) avoiding conflation of platform
and prototype, (3) aligning expectations with participants and guiding their
exploration, and (4) supporting participants with different levels of programming
experience. Further, we found that while the short time frame of our workshops
was enough to identify the aforementioned themes, it was too short for participants to engage deeply with reprogramming. Still, our results affirm findings that
working on high-fidelity prototypes inspires end-users to propose modifications [4],
and inform researchers with limited resources and time with participants about
how to facilitate engaging short-term reprogramming workshops.

2

Related Work

Our work is situated in the intersection of malleable and reprogrammable software,
as well as cooperative prototyping and malleable prototypes. We describe the
two domains and how they relate to our project.
Malleable Software and Tailoring. Malleable and tailorable software has
been explored in a variety of directions in the past: Cabitza et al. [7] offered an
extensive deconstruction of the term malleability and classified features of it such
as versatility, interoperability, and extensibility. While malleability describes the
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properties of a system, tailoring describes the act of modifying malleable software.
Tailoring can happen at different levels (e.g., [20]), each requiring different levels of
technical skill — from customizing parameters to reprogramming existing software
to writing code for new functionality. MacLean et al. [19] called this “tailoring
power” and identified different roles of users that “live” at these different skill
levels. Moving from one level of tailoring, e.g. using configuration menus, to the
next, e.g. reprogramming the behavior of the system, usually involves a steep
learning curve and makes it difficult to transition from one level to the next.
MacLean et al. flattened this curve in their malleable system Buttons by providing
a wider variety of intermediate-level tailoring techniques. They, further, stress
the need for creating a “tailoring culture” besides having a tailorable artifact, as
only this would shift expectations of users towards changing their software. They
did this by employing a designer as a handyman, that works with end-users and
takes “careful account of the users’ real requirements” [19]. Other researchers
have similarly noted that customization is not an individual activity [18], and yet
others have explored how particular users can mediate between end-users and
designers and developers as so-called gardeners [11] or end-user developers [10].
Cooperative Prototyping and Malleable Prototypes. In their work about
cooperative prototyping, Bødker and Grønbæk [4] argue that users need to experience prototypes hands-on in order to envision and shape future use. They
emphasize that interactive high-fidelity prototypes — to a greater extent than
mock-ups — allow users to experience dynamic properties. With similar reasoning,
Bellucci et al. [2] call for “repurposing malleable technologies” for prototyping
in their Extreme Co-Design approach, and Maceli and Atwood [17] emphasize
that as “our technologies have evolved to begin to support the creation of personalized environments”, so our “co-design methodologies must evolve as well, to
support today’s designers and end users to work together in creating tools for
future end-user crafters.” Zhu and Herrmann [24] demonstrate how co-located
prototyping in their web-based MikiWiki environment can support collaboration
between designers and end-users.
In our work, we focus on end-user developers and on the tailoring dimensions
extension (adding and removing pre-made extensions) and reprogramming (modifying extension code). Our notion of reprogramming is similar to “incremental
programming” [9] and, like in cooperative prototyping, the prototype is modified
during the workshop.

3
3.1

Case
Summary of the Preceding Work

The reflections presented in this paper stem from a project on collaborative
writing in academia [15]. The reprogrammable prototype discussed here was
implemented based on ideation activities with present and former students as
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well as academic employees from our local university. The needs and preferences
identified in collaboration with the workshop participants were characterized by
contrasts among individuals and contexts. These contrasting requirements made
a reprogrammable prototype appealing, not only with regard to the prototyping
situation but also potentially in an end product where it could enable users
to tailor their writing tool to particular situations. For example, one contrast
was between desiring a high degree of responsivity among writers or prioritizing
writers’ ability to immerse themselves in their individual writing tasks without
being disrupted.
The design material we drew on when preparing the prototyping workshop
was all made by the participants during preceding workshops and consisted of
descriptions of issues and themes they experienced in collaborative writing, as
well as notes and sketches describing envisioned solutions.
3.2

Prototype

The prototype was implemented using the Codestrates [22] platform that in turn
builds on Webstrates [12]. Webstrates [12] is an experimental environment that
explores the notion of shareable dynamic media. Its implementation synchronizes
the DOM (Document Object Model) of web pages across all clients that are visiting a page with a server. The synchronization allows for real-time sharing, editing,
and reprogramming of web pages among multiple users using web technologies
such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Thus, Webstrates turns web pages into
substrates, i.e. “software entities that act as applications or documents depending
upon use” [12]. Codestrates [22] adds an authoring environment on top of Webstrates, allowing both development and use of applications to happen within one
environment. The authoring environment is inspired by computational notebooks
(e.g., [13]), where regular text and executable blocks of code are placed within
the same environment, and allows live computation within the document — at
most requiring a page refresh for code changes to take effect.
Our primary reason for using a Webstrates-based system was the inherent
support for real-time multi-user collaborative editing. We made use of this
to provide participants with a barebones text editor to build on. By using
Codestrates, we were furthermore able to make runtime changes easily accessible.
This was a highly desirable property as we aimed to create a prototype that was
both stable and “flexible enough to allow in-session modification” [4] to mitigate
the otherwise known problem of participant disengagement (see section 1).
The Prototype Writing Tool. The prototype consisted of a basic collaborative writing tool with the possibility of adding a number of extensions. Although
the participants could implement their own extensions, this was not realistic with
the time allotted for the workshops. Before the first prototyping workshop, we
had therefore implemented a set of extensions based on the preceding ideation
activities (cf. subsection 3.1). In addition to allowing the prototype to be reprogrammed directly in the browser, Codestrates has a built-in package manager [6]
which provided facilities for handling extensions.
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Inspiration Prompt
Provides suggestions for phrases in order to
combat writer’s block.

Comments
Lets notes/comments be attached to pieces of
text. Anyone can view and delete comments.

Meta Notes
Attaches a note to a whole paragraph. Three
categories of such notes are available: overview,
general notes, and revisions.

Paragraph Voting
Lets writers approve paragraphs as “finished”
by voting. A paragraph with an approval vote
from all writers is framed by a golden border.

Paragraph State
A button that toggles through different appearances of a paragraph to express its state: not
set, draft (typewriter font), review (serif font),
or finished (serif font and golden frame).

Where am I needed?
Shows a list of paragraphs with few revisions or
no recent revisions. Clicking on an entry takes
the writer to the given paragraph.

Revision Overview
Overview of the revision history in a stylized
miniature of the document, that can be colorcoded according to four criteria: number of edits, last edit time, first edit time, or whether or
not a particular user has edited the paragraph.

Revision Overlay
Visualizes revision information as lines of varying thickness and color next to each paragraph,
showing either: whether a particular user has
edited the paragraph or not; relative total edit
count; or relative time of editing.

Revision Display
A display next to each paragraph, showing the
number of edits made to that paragraph. Clicking the display shows number of edits per user,
with timestamps of their first and last edits.

Paragraph Locking
Lets writers block co-writers from editing a
paragraph and partly or fully obscure the contents of it.

Table 1: Extensions available for participants to add to their prototypes.

The basic writing tool only supported simultaneous writing and simple text
formatting. Each extension introduced what may be understood as a “feature” —
e.g. a button for changing the appearance of a paragraph or a tool that would
suggest phrases (see Table 1). The prototype was self-contained and each group
worked on their own copy of it, which could be immediately used and modified.
Reprogramming was possible at the level of appearance (HTML and CSS) and
behavior (JavaScript). While extensions could be reprogrammed just like the
barebones writing tool, they were additionally intended to allow participants to
easily add and remove features in order to build up a custom writing tool in a
plug-and-play fashion that did not require programming. We had implemented a
total of ten extensions that were all available to the participants (see Table 1).
Modifying the Prototype Substrate. In addition to each substrate being
reprogrammable, it is also possible to extend Codestrates’ own functionality
from within itself (see [22]). This blurs the boundary between Codestrates, as a
platform on which the prototype is implemented, and the prototype as a substrate
that relies on the Codestrates platform. For this study, we understand Codestrates
as the architecture providing extensibility through its package management and
reprogramming capabilities. By prototype we refer to the writing tool, including
any modifications or extensions added to augment it.
Since Codestrates follows the structure of computational notebooks, it contains
input areas for regular text as well as for blocks of program code. We utilized this
in the prototype by letting the Codestrates text editing fields make up the text
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(a) The writing view with only writing tools (b) The regular Codestrates view that is
visible. The vertical bars on the left are the focused on programming. Code is accessible
Revision Overlay extension.
in a computational notebook like fashion.

Fig. 1: Screenshots of the prototype’s two views. The views can be switched with
the “Switch Theme” menu entry on the left.

area of the writing tool. This meant that the text editing facilities that were part
of the prototype’s design were placed adjacent to (and potentially intermingled
with) the implementation code for the prototype and any included extensions.
Both the content in the regular text areas and the implementation code could
be edited collaboratively in real-time. To aid participants in distinguishing the
activity of implementing functionality from that of trying out the prototype, we
had implemented two views: One for programming, which included features such
as disabling packages or running code, and one intended for writing in which the
only UI elements visible were the ones that were part of the prototype’s user
interface, e.g. text formatting (see Figure 1 and the accompanying video).
3.3

Workshop Procedure

These prototyping workshops were intended (1) for participants to see their
design ideas come to life in a high-fidelity prototype that still permitted further
ideation and refinement during the workshop, and (2) for us to identify potentials
and breakdowns of using reprogrammable prototypes in short-term workshops.
The participants were divided across two identically structured workshops in
order for us to accommodate a large number of participants (N = 13) and still
be able to interact with each group and help them out when needed. Both
workshops lasted two hours and were facilitated by the authors. The short time
frame was due to limited project resources, which meant that participants were
uncompensated volunteers. While the time frame was only enough for a small
amount of reprogramming, it was enough for us to identify a number of lessons
that others with similarly limited resources can learn from.
The workshops were both structured as follows: First, the Codestrates platform
and its package management were briefly explained to participants. Next, we
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presented the prototype and demonstrated how to add and modify extensions.
We, further, showcased all ten extensions and outlined their functionality. The
whole introduction lasted 20 minutes and took place in plenary using a large
display to do a live demo. To supplement the introduction, and for reference
throughout the workshop, participants were each given a pamphlet containing
a description of each extension as well as instructions on how to access, use,
and modify the prototype. After the introduction, we divided the participants
into groups: three groups per workshop, six groups in total (see Table 2). The
participants used their personal laptops to access and work on their group’s copy
of the prototype.
First, groups were instructed to explore the prototype and try out the extensions they found most interesting. Following a few minutes of exploration, the
groups were instructed to each select one of three writing scenarios: (a) jointly
writing a master’s thesis, (b) remotely authoring a book, and (c) co-authoring
a scientific paper. They were tasked with tailoring the prototype to fit their
scenario. The scenarios were meant to guide participants’ work with the prototype
by providing them with a focus. While using and modifying the prototype, each
group also created storyboards on paper to document ideas for features and
modifications. This was intended to avoid ideation being hindered by technical
obstacles, such as not knowing how to implement an idea. Each group was also
given and encouraged to continuously fill out, a free-text questionnaire about the
prototyping workshop and the project as a whole (see also subsection 3.5).
The prototype exploration and modification activity lasted one hour. 30 minutes into it, we introduced a set of changes to the scenarios. These disruptions
were meant to push participants to reconsider assumptions at play in the modifications they were making. After working with the prototype for one hour, the
groups took turns presenting what they had worked on. This was followed by a
plenary discussion about reflections spurred by the questionnaire.
3.4

Participants

13 people participated in the workshops. We recruited participants from our
local university. The only requirement for participation was current or recent
experience with collaborative academic writing. Experience with programming
was not a requirement. Participants were between 18 and 55 years old, three
described their gender as female and ten as male. All but one participant were
studying or working in a technology- and/or design-focused field.
Each participant filled in an anonymized demographic questionnaire when
they entered the project. This information was used for providing the overview
of participants’ backgrounds in Table 2. The table also contains a categorization
of how often the participants did programming in their daily life at the time of
the prototyping workshop (similar to [21]). This is based on short meetings we
had with each participant prior to the prototyping workshop in order to group
them based on programming experience (both frequency and kind of experience,
e.g., web development vs. hardware). This was done with the expectation that
grouping participants with similar skill sets would ensure that all group members
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felt like they were able to contribute. The categorization has been confirmed with
participants for the reporting in this paper, resulting in a few minor adjustments;
however, none that would have impacted the groupings.
3.5

Data Collection and Analysis

We collected the following artifacts that participants worked on during the workshops: storyboards, their modified copies of the prototype, the mock documents
used during prototyping, i.e. the text being edited when trying out the prototype, and the free-text questionnaire. The data obtained from the free-text
questionnaire comprised answers to ten questions, of which the ones relevant to
the present paper asked about the prototyping process: In particular, whether
participants experienced any confusion or surprises and if they could think of any
customization options that were missing. We additionally took photos throughout
the workshops, and video and audio recorded the plenary activities and the
dialogues of each group (using one stationary camera per group). The recommendations in this article are based on observations we made during the workshop,
supplemented with the data mentioned above. The photos have primarily been
used for dissemination about the workshops.
We conducted a qualitative analysis with the recordings as our primary source.
Using the video material, incidents in the group work were categorized according
to the type of episode (with the five labels: discussion, coordination, prototype
work, problem, something unclear) through meaning condensation [14]. We
supplemented this by examining the groups’ modified prototypes and storyboards.
The plenary discussions were transcribed as part of the overall project, presented
elsewhere [15]. Our analysis was further informed by the questionnaire and the
transcripts of the plenary discussions.

4

Observations

In this section, we describe for each group, first: what modifications participants
made to their prototype instances, and second: what their process was like during
the workshop. We refer to participants as P1 – P13 and to groups as G1 – G6.
During the two workshops, five out of the six groups reprogrammed the prototype.
Three of these groups did so by changing functionality using JavaScript (G2, G3,
G6), one group focused on modifying appearance using CSS (G5), and one group
attempted to modify the prototype but did not succeed (G1).
G1 (Thesis Scenario). G1 attempted to create an extension for planning the
content of paragraphs, a “planning state” (G1). Their idea circled around initial
phases of writing, where this extension would prompt authors to plan each
paragraph’s content using a list of bullet points.
G1 began by looking through the pamphlet and discussing which extensions
they liked, before installing a couple (Paragraph Locking and Meta Notes) and
playing around with them while discussing ideas based on them. Most of the
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Programming Freq.

G1

P1 Software Engineer IT Product Development Regularly
P2 Software Engineer IT Product Development Daily

G2

P3 Software Engineer Computer Science
Daily
P4 Software Engineer IT Product Development Daily

G3

P5 Assistant Professor Computer Science
P6 Postdoc
Molecular Biology
P7 Postdoc
Computer Science

Occasionally
Daily
Occasionally

G4

P8 Associate Professor Interaction Design
P9 Associate Professor Digital design

Rarely
Rarely

G5

P10 Ph.D. Student
P11 Master’s Student

Design
Digital Design

Regularly
Occasionally

G6

P12 Master’s Student
P13 Ph.D. Student

IT Product Development Regularly
Computer Science
Daily

Table 2: Overview of the the groups participating in the prototyping workshops.
G1 – G3 participated in the first workshop, G4 – G6 in the second.

exploration was done separately, with occasional verbal exchanges and use of the
pamphlet. They spent quite some time trying to figure out how to get started
with programming, mainly talking about how to do it rather than actually doing
any programming. It took a while for them to figure out how to access the code for
the different extensions, and they generally struggled with a lack of overview of
the implementation, having trouble locating things in the code or being surprised
that making changes to the rich-text implementation would affect all running
instances of it. Another problem seemed to be that Codestrates violated their
expectations from previous programming experience, such as when P1 made a
remark about not knowing how to do something “in onCreate”, i.e. when the
prototype is loaded. A couple of times, they remarked on not having enough time
to do what they wanted, and they ended up deciding to mock up their desired
feature instead of fully implementing it. In the plenary session, they explained
that they had missed the Paragraph States extension as an obvious starting point
“due to the fact that there are so many packages” (referring to the extensions).
G2 (Thesis Scenario). The participants in G2 mostly worked individually. While
P4 (unsuccessfully) attempted to modify the Revision Display to show the number
of edits contributed by each individual author, P3 modified the “Where am I
needed?” extension to make it possible to tag co-authors in a paragraph: Authors
could then be tagged using the notation @username within a paragraph, upon
which the paragraph would be listed in the “Where am I needed?” dialog box
(see Figure 2a).
G2 began their work by individually reading the pamphlet. Early on, they clarified with a facilitator what was “allowed” — getting confirmation that “ridiculous”
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Before

After

(a) G2’s modification, a tagging feature
that was integrated into the “Where am
I needed?” extension.

(b) G5’s modification, an updated style of
the Meta Notes extension. The blur was
removed and the notes box moved.

Fig. 2: Screenshots of examples of the groups’ modifications. Text content and
user names in the screenshots were modified to ensure anonymity.

ideas were also allowed. G2 quickly turned their focus to the code, individually
trying to understand it. P4 seemed to struggle with this, making use of the
browser’s developer tools and console to explore it: “There is a lot to figure out;
where to start and what to do.” After some time of trying out an extension, they
drew a storyboard about an idea for a tagging feature. While P3 started working
on that feature, P4 continued to explore the prototype and try to understand the
code. G2 began modifying code within 20 minutes, unlike the other groups who
all spent around half of the allotted hour before starting to do any programming.
P3 switched to using the external code editor Atom and copied code back and
forth from Codestrates because he found the Codestrates editor to lack essential
features, such as advanced find and replace. Finally, the naming of extensions
caused some misunderstandings, as P4, e.g., mistook the background service for
tracking changes (Revision Tracker) to be the Revision Display extension. As
understanding the code in the given time was too complex, P4 ended up creating
a storyboard about his idea instead.
G3 (Book Scenario). G3 modified the Revision Overlay extension to not only
indicate when the last edit of a paragraph happened, but also by which co-author.
G3 began by trying to become familiar with the system and looking through
the pamphlet. G3’s ideas for modifications took outset in the extensions, such as
when they discussed how the “Where am I needed?” extension could be modified
to allow writers to indicate that they need help from co-writers. When asking a
facilitator whether their intended modification would be feasible within the time
frame of the workshop revealed their ambitions to be unrealistic, they instead
described their idea in a storyboard. While trying to reprogram an extension,
G3 struggled to understand the underlying architecture of the prototype — the
lack of an inspection feature for the system state was another hurdle. Help from
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the facilitator was crucial for the group to succeed in creating their modification.
Although programming collaboratively, each group member primarily used their
own laptop and occasionally looked at the screen of the other members to see
what they were doing. P7 commented on this collaborative coding as being “a
completely new experience” and that “it’s kind of weird to be typing around in
the same code at the same time.”
G4 (Book Scenario). G4 did not attempt to modify the prototype beyond adding
existing extensions.
G4 started by exploring the prototype, including switching between the
writing and programming themes. In doing so, both participants faced minor
technical problems such as toggling full screen mode and not knowing how to
exit it. P8 also struggled with her laptop running slow, resulting in the prototype
becoming unresponsive and requiring P8 to reload the page multiple times during
the second half of the workshop. The facilitators lent P8 one of their laptops
for the last third of the workshop. Besides experimenting with the provided
extensions, the group also inquired about the potential to create images in a
document. A facilitator provided this by helping them install a drawing extension
from another project. Consisting of two participants that rarely program, G4
focused on exploring existing extensions and making storyboards.
G5 (Thesis Scenario). G5 modified the Meta Notes extension. Initially, the
extension displayed notes on top of the text and blurred the text underneath.
G5 changed the styling of the extension, so that the notes were placed besides
the text and the text was not blurred anymore (see Figure 2b).
G5 started by skimming the pamphlet to get an overview of the available
extensions. Initially, they had some problems with basic functions of the prototype,
such as creating new code blocks. They also required help from a facilitator to
find the CSS code to modify. After making their modification, G5 discussed
possible ways of using other extensions in their scenario. Because of the limited
time, they sketched their ideas on paper and using the drawing extension within
the prototype (inspired by G4). In the second half, one participant experienced a
bug that caused the prototype to freeze, but this was resolved by a facilitator.
G6 (Thesis Scenario). G6 updated the Paragraph State extension to display
what state a paragraph is in (draft, review, or finished) with a text label instead
of only indicating it through styling.
G6 began by discussing which extensions to install, looking through the
package manager and the pamphlet. From early on, they anchored this discussion
in their chosen scenario. They decided to work towards their idea by modifying
Paragraph States. This spurred further elaboration, in the form of improvements
they wanted to make to Paragraph States. When it came to exploring implementation details, P13 was quick to get a grasp of both the Codestrates user
interface (such as how to access the implementation code) and its inner workings,
and on a number of occasions would explain things to P12 when he expressed
confusion. They were both slowed down by being restricted to JavaScript and
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CSS, since they were familiar with other languages and programming libraries
that they would have liked to draw on. They interacted with a facilitator on
multiple occasions, to discuss how to accomplish particular things. Along the way,
they sometimes used a storyboard to communicate about their ideas. Making a
storyboard later became a way for P12 to contribute when P13 wanted to focus
on programming while P12 was not sure what to do. For the majority of the
time, they worked separately on each their laptop. The real-time shared editing
caused some trouble, with P13 asking P12 to refrain from writing anything until
P13 was done making some edits to the code “because my [caret] is flying around
when you do it.”

5

Lessons Learned

We now report on four lessons learned from using a reprogrammable prototype
during short-term prototyping workshops. Based on our experiences, we provide
suggestions and recommendations in the gray boxes at the end of each subsection
to guide the design of studies and prototypes. As mentioned, while the time frame
we had available was not enough for substantial reprogramming, it was sufficiently
long for us to identify a number of breakdowns. These recommendations will
not — and are not intended to — overcome this issue or the lack of a tailoring
culture [19]. Rather, they aim to inform about what breakdowns can occur and
how to mitigate them in similar workshops.
5.1

Familiarization

Many of the problems that participants faced originated in confusion about the
underlying Codestrates platform. G6, for instance, had trouble finding the implementation code they wanted to change, and G4 initially struggled with adding
extensions. The real-time collaborative editing, further, meant that modifications
were instantly shared within the groups, which presented participants with both
advantages and challenges. For example, many groups would switch quite fluently
between focusing on individual activities and asking questions regarding things
other group members were currently doing. But we also saw several instances in
which the real-time sharing caused visual disruption or broken code.
After some time familiarizing themselves with the prototype, the participants
could largely overcome these issues. However, the fact that most groups spent
so much of the time allotted for modifications on getting familiar with the prototyping environment indicates that we underestimated the necessary scope of
familiarization. Although participants did explore the extensions while getting
familiar with the environment, the level of extension resulting from this was
minimal due to the overhead of figuring out how to add and use extensions,
and only G2 spent the majority of the time reprogramming. Letting participants
interact with the prototype during the demo (see section 3), could likely have
revealed confusion and helped facilitators resolve it earlier in the process. Providing a pamphlet as written documentation did support familiarization and allowed
participants to read up on things later but could not stand on its own.
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– Ensure that participants understand central principles of the prototyping
platform, e.g. through hands-on tasks.
– Engage participants actively when introducing the prototype, e.g.
through a tutorial.
– Provide simple written and illustrated documentation for participants.

5.2

Conflation of the Platform and the Prototype

Switching back and forth between development and use led participants to focus
on Codestrates and technical issues rather than on the prototype — an issue
also found in earlier studies where “discussions quite easily get focused on the
current prototype and rather technical issues” [4]. As described in subsection 3.2,
reprogramming took place directly in the prototype’s user interface. While this
is beneficial in that there is no need for external applications like an IDE, this
paradigm is rather different from conventional development paradigms and is
hence unfamiliar even to many experienced programmers. We suspect this was the
reason for participants’ conflated understanding of the underlying Codestrates
platform and the actual prototype. This conflation also surfaced in the plenary
discussions, where participants would not distinguish between their experience of
using Codestrates and discussing ideas for prototype designs. There is a trade-off
in using a novel development paradigm that allows new and possibly better ways
of reprogramming, but which may also prevent participants from reusing previous
experience and cause the platform to become the focus of discussion instead of
the prototype design. If quick engagement with reprogramming is desirable, using
familiar development paradigms should be considered. Otherwise, more time for
familiarization (see also above) may be required.
– Consider whether the development environment should be separate from
the prototype.
– If relevant, explain the interwovenness of using and developing the
prototype in the same environment.
– Demonstrate the borders between the platform and the prototype and
facilitate exploration of them before participants start developing.

5.3

Aligning Expectations and Facilitating Exploration

We experienced a number of situations in which we had not managed to adequately
guide participants’ expectations for what would be achieved in the workshop.
For one, most groups struggled with implementing desired changes within the
allotted time frame, among other things because they jumped straight to plans
for major changes instead of starting by exploring minor adjustments. Some
participants downplayed what they had accomplished, such as when P3 presented
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what we saw as a successful modification as “a half-assed implementation of
something.” In addition to frustrations caused by the short time frame, we suspect
that participants’ expectations for themselves are connected with assumptions
about the facilitators’ expectations and how to live up to those. P4 asking what
was “allowed” exemplifies how participants’ work is guided by trying to fulfill
facilitators’ expectations. We do not see it as problematic that participants
wanted to align their goals with our expectations but include it as an example of
the importance of clear communication about expectations. The scenarios seemed
to provide guidance for some participants, but our experiences show that they
may need supplementing with more explicit communication about expectations.
– Make clear to participants what kinds of modifications are possible, what
will be feasible in the allotted time, and what would be a satisfactory
outcome. Note that the purpose is not to set a standard but to make
participants understand that small contributions are fine.
– Walk participants through different levels of what is possible, e.g. progressing from changing styling to changing the behavior of an extension.
– Provide concrete tasks or scenarios to solve and/or discuss.
– Provide clearly available options for exploring the prototype, e.g. through
configuration options or highlighted parts of the code.

5.4

Catering to Different Levels of Programming Experience

How frequently participants programmed in their day-to-day life varied from
programming daily, e.g. as a software engineer, to only programming rarely. From
the provided extensibility through the package management and reprogrammability of code, all groups used the package management while exploring different
features, but use of reprogrammability was dependent on the participants’ programming skills. All groups except G4 — the only group without a participant
who programs regularly or daily — engaged in reprogramming extensions. While
G5 focused on style changes, the remaining groups changed the functionality
of extensions. The provided extensions supported participants in coming up
with ideas and supported dialogue — e.g., G3 discussed improving the Revision
Overlay extension: “So what can we do with this overlay, how can we make it
more interesting? ” (P5). Our observations additionally confirm that providing
pre-implemented extensions was necessary, given the limited time frame.
We see both opportunities and difficulties with our approach: For participants
with programming experience, reprogrammability can be motivating and spark
creativity. For participants without much programming experience, however, the
learning curve was too steep and did not allow them to engage in modifying
extensions — this echoes the results of [19]. Those participants need additional
tools that support reprogrammability in a more accessible way, for instance by
having a GUI for configuration of, e.g., styling and parameters, or by enabling
direct manipulation for configuring the prototype [4]. Such directly available
options could also be useful for spurring exploration (cf. subsection 5.3).
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– Provide different levels of tailorability suitable for the participants, e.g.
by supplementing scripting with a GUI for configuration.
– Create a starting point, such as extensions that participants can build
on instead of starting from scratch.

6

Limitations and Future Work

This project had a number of limitations. First, only 3 of the 13 participants were
women. Research indicates that gender can impact the way people approach enduser programming environments (e.g., [1]). With a different gender distribution,
and perhaps all-women groups, we may have uncovered more or different issues
and seen more diverse examples of resourcefulness from participants. Second,
the short duration of the workshops meant limited time for both familiarization
and modification. Some of the presented issues can likely be alleviated with
longer workshops and/or several workshops with the same participants. Third,
(real-time) collaborative writing as a use case is relatively close to real-time
collaborative programming, which likely added to the conflation of prototype
and platform observed in participants’ discussions. Our suggestions for guided
familiarization may reduce this, but it may also be that the mode of collaboration
needs to be considered more carefully against the use case. Finally, preparing
the prototype in advance of the workshop involved a trade-off: While it reduced
downtime for debugging or larger implementation changes, in which participants
could become disengaged, it also excluded participants from an implementation
step that could have given them a greater sense of agency and ownership in the
process. In addition, we note that our guidelines are aimed at research on the use
of reprogramming. Product-oriented user-involvement likely requires other steps.

7

Conclusion

This paper illustrates breakdowns and pitfalls of using reprogrammable prototypes
in prototyping workshops with limited resources and offers guidelines on how to
mitigate them. Based on two prototyping workshops, we have compiled suggestions
under four themes: (1) Ensuring participants’ familiarization with the prototype,
(2) avoiding conflation of platform and prototype, (3) aligning expectations with
participants and guiding their exploration, and (4) supporting participants with
different levels of programming experience. We believe some of the suggestions are
also applicable for other user groups than end-user developers and encourage more
research to explore such workshops with different user groups. We also generally
encourage the employment of reprogrammable software in prototyping processes
to engage end-users more deeply with the interactive behavior of prototypes,
while keeping in mind the limitations of short-term workshops like ours.
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